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See also Espionage (disambiguation) List of computer viruses Short for "Serial number", also
see: Serial number (disambiguation) Serial number in the United States Category:Computer

serial numbersSabrina Widmann Sabrina Widmann (born August 3, 1980) is an Austrian luger
and bobsledder. Widmann competed in the women's singles event at the 2006 Winter

Olympics in Turin. She placed 13th and last out of the four bobsleigh races, failing to advance
to the two-man and four-man finals. References External links Category:1980 births
Category:Living people Category:Austrian female lugers Category:Austrian female

bobsledders Category:Olympic lugers of Austria Category:Olympic bobsledders of Austria
Category:Lugers at the 2006 Winter Olympics Category:Sportspeople from SalzburgQ:

Remove digits from string while keeping underscore I want to remove all digits from a string
while keeping the underscore in the word. It should be written to an xml file and I want it to
keep the word with underscore instead of numbers. example: test_3 => test abc_123abc_ =>

abc I tried using this: String text = 'ABC_123abc_'; var result = text.split('_')
.Concat(text.Split('_') .Where(n =>!n.Contains("_")) .ToArray()); The result is: aABCabc_ A:
You're using split twice here. It seems you really want to split on an underscore, but get rid of

all the digits. So, if I understand you correctly, you want something like this: var result =
text.Split(new[]{'_'}, StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries).Concat(new[]{'_'}) Contents
It was created in the city by the Último Vuelta[4] a blacksmith by the name of El Guerrerón

(Spanish for
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